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Hello everyone, I’m really happy to be here today participating in this sessionThis is actually a really exciting time because the capabilities, cost and speed of genomic technologiesHave finally reached the point where near-real time genomic surveillance can become a standard part of our response to infectious disease outbreaksHowever, in order for us to make this a reality,There has to be very close coordination between the public health laboratories that are processing samples and diagnosing casesAnd the groups with the sequencing and bioinformatics expertise necessary for a prompt and, importantly, useful responseSpecifically, today I’ll be discussing my experiences working as part of a large team of scientists In order to integrate genomics into the public health response to the local transmission of Zika virus in FloridaNow by no means would I argue that this was a perfect response, but I was impressed by the way that the team managed to more or less self-assemble,Even without formal relationships in place prior to the start of the outbreak.And by looking at what worked and what didn’t work in this responseWe can work towards improving the effectiveness of our response to future outbreaks 
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Now, I’ve actually recently moved to NAU, to start my own research group as a part of the Pathogen and Microbiome Institute,But during the Zika virus outbreak in Florida, I was based at USAMRIID’s Center for Genome SciencesAnd so, the work that I'll be discussing today all occurred at USAMRIIDAnd, I wanted to go ahead and acknowledge a few individuals upfront, who substantially contributed to this effort at USAMRIID



Outline

• Power of genomics for outbreak response

• Assembly of the team

• Genomic insights into FL outbreak
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Here is an outline of my talk today:For those who may not be very familiar with this topic, I’ll start with a brief overview of the general utility of genomic data for understanding and responding to infectious disease outbreaks,I’ll then discuss how we got involved in the investigation of the outbreak in Florida,As well as how the final team for this project was assembledAnd then finally, I’ll highlight some of the insights offered by the analysis of viral genomic data from this outbreak



Genomic epidemiology
• Mutations provide markers of 

ancestry

• Viruses = high mutation and 
replication rates

• Genetic distance correlated 
with epi distance

• Rate of change provides 
molecular clock
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Now, the reason that genomic data is useful, at all, for infectious disease investigations is actually because of the imperfect nature of biological replication,which results in the generation of mutationsThese mutations will be passed on from generation to generation and therefore they serve as markers of ancestry And viruses, in particular, exhibit both high mutation and replication rates,Thus viral genomic data provides high-resolution genealogical informationAt a small-scale, these markers can be used to help reconstruct transmission chainsBecause genetic distance will be correlated with epidemiological distanceAnd at broader-scales, these markers can be used to track the movement of a pathogen through both space and timeIn fact, mutations often accumulate at a, more or less, regular rate, This is referred to as a molecular clock and it enables the use of genomic data for dating important outbreak-related eventsFor example, during a zoonotic disease outbreak,Genomic data can be used to date the initial spillover event from an animal reservoir to the human population 



Western African Ebola outbreak
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The utilization of genomic data to study the spread of infectious disease is actually not new,This is something that's been done for decades nowHowever, the speed and depth of characterization that's possible today is really revolutionizing the utility of genomic data in this context,And the Western African Ebola virus disease outbreak was really the first outbreak of an emerging viral disease to be thoroughly characterized using modern genomic technologiesAnd so, I’ve included a few examples from this outbreak to help illustrate the utility of genomic epidemiology



Western African Ebola outbreak

Origin
• Single spillover 
from reservoir

• ~December 2013 

Holmes et al. 2016
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First, based on the viral genetic diversity sampled during the WA outbreak,We were able to demonstrate that the entire epidemic actually resulted from a single spill-over event from an animal reservoir host, followed by continuous human-to-human transmissionAnd, using the molecular clock along with geographic metadata, we were also able to provide support for the timing and location of the initial spillover event,which we believe occurred in Guinea around December of 2013. 



Western African Ebola outbreak

Spread

Population centers 
were important hubs

Ladner et al. 2015
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We also used genomic data to track viral spread throughout WA,Demonstrating, for example, an important role for population centers in amplifying the magnitude outbreak



Western African Ebola outbreak

Transmission
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And viral genomes also played a key role in confirming



Western African Ebola outbreak

Transmission

Flare-ups

Mate et al. 2015
Blackley et al. 2016
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that sexual transmission from persistently-infected individuals was responsible for initiating the flare-up events that plagued several WA countries late in the EVD outbreak- In fact, viral genome sequences provided critical support for this explanation over the alternative hypotheses,	- which included independent spill-overs from reservoir 	hosts	or re-introductions from neighboring countries with active 	transmission



Global Zika virus spread

Weaver et al. 2016
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Now, unbeknownst to us, At around the same time that Ebola virus was emerging in WA,Zika virus was emerging in the AmericasWe've actually known about Zika virus for a while, but until recently, this virus was only associated with relatively mild disease and sporadic infections in both Africa and Southeast AsiaIn 2013, however, the Asian lineage of this virus emerged to cause a large outbreak in French PolynesiaAnd, based on a retrospective analysis,that utilized viral genomic data,We now know that the virus was spread from FP to Brazil either late in 2013 or early in 2014.And from there, as you all know, Zika ending up spreading throughout Central and South America, as well as the Caribbean. However, the first Brazilian cases were not actually documented until more than a year after this initial introduction,At which point the EVD outbreak was starting to wind downNow for several reasons, we did not immediately become involved in the public health response to ZikaFor one, we were still working to investigate the EVD flare-ups that were occurring in Liberia,Also, while USAMRIID has a long history of working with Ebola virus,Zika virus fell a little bit outside of our normal purview, which is typically focused on biodefense pathogens And unlike Ebola, the Zika virus outbreak was occurring within several countries with advanced sequencing capabilities of their ownSo, we felt that there wasn’t as strong of a need for external support



Grubaugh et al., 2017. Nature

Zika virus outbreak in Florida
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However, during the summer of 2016, the Zika virus outbreak hit a little closer to home for us, With the first documented cases of local transmission within FloridaAdditionally, by this point, much fewer Zika virus genomes had been sequenced than we had expected based on the response to the Ebola outbreak in WAAnd, it turns out, that the primary reason for this was related to the very low viral titers present in most ZIKV clinical samplesDealing with low titer viral samples was actually something that we had quite a bit of experience with, at this point, having worked to investigate four Ebola virus flare-ups in LiberiaAnd so, we decided to reach out to the public health community in Florida to see if we could be of service as part of the investigation into this outbreak	



Timeline
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Given the focus of this session, on the interactions between public health and research labsI though it would be useful, at this point, to actually step through a timeline of the important, early events in the establishment of our collaboration with the Florida Department of Health, and ultimately with several academic research labs as well 



July 29, 2016
1st confirmation of 
local transmission

Timeline
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To anchor this timeline,I've included the first confirmation of local ZIKV transmission in Florida,Which occurred on July 29, 2016And the first several cases were all linked to the Wynwood neighborhood of Miami,just across the causeway from Miami Beach



Aug 19
Contacted 
BPHL-Miami

July 29, 2016
1st confirmation of 
local transmission

Timeline
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However, it wasn’t until the second cluster of cases was reported in Miami Beach proper that the outbreak really grabbed our attentionAnd at this point, because of a collaboration with researchers at the USP,We actually already had a Zika virus specific, targeted enrichment sequencing strategy up and running in the lab at USAMRIIDAnd this was very similar to the approach we had previously used for low titer Ebola samplesSo, we decided to reach out to Leah Gillis at the Bureau of Public Health Lab in Miami to see if we could help out by sequencing viral genomes from these locally acquired infectionsNow, I’m not the one who actually made this call, but I believe that part of the reason that we were able to get in contact with the right person so quickly was because both USAMRIID and the Miami Lab are members of the Laboratory Response Network.So, even though we hadn't worked together before, we were part of this same network of infectious disease laboratoriesand I believe this helped to grease the wheelsAnd to her credit, Leah was incredibly responsive and eager to include a genomic component to their response… 



• IRB approvals

• Time for sample ID/re-extraction

Sept 15
Received 
samples
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BPHL-Miami

July 29, 2016
1st confirmation of 
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Timeline
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Yet, it still took almost a month before we received the first shipment of samples from the lab in Miami,And while this is actually a pretty impressive turnaround for a research collaboration,It’s not ideal for a public health responseIn this case, the major causes for the delay were:The need to obtain Institutional Review Board Exemption at both the FLDOH and USAMRIIDAs well as a lack of time and resources, at the lab in Miami, to devote towards preparing these samples for sequencingAnd this, of course, was completely understandable, given that they were being inundated, at this point, with diagnostic samples,which had to be their top priorityAt one point, we were even discussing sending a technician from our group at USAMRIID to help in preparing these samples,So that we could try to generate sequencing data within an actionable timescale
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However, one milestone that I’m really happy to report is that we had sequencing data, in hand, two days after receiving RNA from the lab in Miami,And by September 19, we had sent an initial report of our findings to Leah and her team. And the credit for this incredible turn around time really goes to our awesome technicians who agreed to work around the clock after receiving the samples,So that we could generate data as quickly as possible
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• Open lines of communication 
are critical for a timely and 
impactful response
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Following this initial report, we continued to refine our analysis at USAMRIID,And we had a couple conference calls with the FLDOH to discuss the resultsThese calls were actually a really critical part of this process because We, as the researchers, needed to understand what type of information would be the most useful for making public health decisionsAnd they, as the public health response, needed to have a really good understanding of both the implications and the limitations of the genomic analyses we were conductingAnd the only way to really achieve this was through open dialogue with all of the involved parties
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In fact, after these initial telephone calls, we decided to open up the discussion to the community at large,And we did this by posting our initial results to virological.orgWhich is an online forum focused on the discussion of genomic and phylogenetic data for tracking the spread of infectious diseasesWe posted our initial report to virological on Oct. 2nd And, almost immediately we started to receive feedback from the communityIncluding from other researchers who were also investigating the same outbreak, but with a different set of samples And with different contacts at the FLDOHMuch to the credit of everyone involved, egos were checked out the door
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And by October 11th, we had officially joined an international collaboration of research groups All focused on working together, as efficiently as possible, to answer some of the most pressing questions facing the public health responders in Florida,This group included researchers from Florida Gulf Coast University, Scripps and the BROAD Institute, all of whom had actually been working together with the FLDOH lab in TampaIn parallel to our efforts with the Miami labAs well as experts in the fields of phylodynamics and molecular epidemiology from around the worldAnd their involvement was really important, not because we couldn’t have done the work without them, But because their expertise in this subject matter allowed us to be more efficient in our responseAnd this is critically important in order for the information to be generated within an actionable timeframeIn fact, our academic partners in this project, included several of the researchers who developed the software tools we were using for the analsysisAnd no one understands the power and limitations of these tools better than them And so, finally, in my last couple minutes, I’m going to highlight a few the findings from this group, which I believe were most impactful for the public health response



Zika virus transmission began multiple times

1

2
3

4

Intros

Likely ≥40 distinct intros
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One clear finding from the genomic data was that multiple distinct introductions contributed to the local spread of Zika virus in FloridaOur initial combined dataset, which is shown here on the left, included evidence of at least four distinct introductions,But additional sequencing, since this figure was generated, directly supports ~7 or 8 distinct introductions, all of which contributed to local transmission in FL,However, we were only able to sequence a small fraction of the actual Zika virus infections in FloridaAnd so we utilized our genomic data combined with information about the total number of both travel-associated and locally acquired cases,To create a model of the entire outbreakAnd based on this analysis, we estimated that that at least 40 distinct introductions contributed to local transmission in Florida.Now, most of these introductions probably resulted in only 1-2 local cases before dying out,



Sustained transmission of a couple lineages

Exchange between transmission zones

Lineage 1

Lineage 2
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However, there were a couple of long lived lineages that we observed in our genomic dataset, And these are consistent with sustained local transmission.Importantly though, neither of these lineages was restricted to a single transmission zone within Miami,As had been defined based on investigations by the DOHThis observation allowed us to disprove the hypothesis that each of these transmission zones represented separate introductions and chains of transmissionRather, we were able to conclude that viral lineages were being exchanged among these different zones, which isn’t too surprising given that each region is separated by no more than two milesAnd both residents and tourists often move between these areas, even on a daily basis. 



Transmission 2-3 months before detection

Figure from Worobey, 2017. Nature

Delayed detection of local transmission

transmission detection
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And finally, by using the molecular clock signal in the data,We were able to demonstrate that local transmission in Florida actually started several months prior to the first detection of locally acquired casesAnd through other investigations, this same pattern was observed in several of the other affected countries in the AmericasIndicating a general need for improved diagnostic mechanisms for detecting emerging viruses



• Open science and individual initiative led to the 
self-assembly of a genomic epidemiology team

• Need to shift from reactive to proactive

• Genomic characterization should become 
standard part of response

Conclusions
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In conclusion, 	- by taking an open science approach, we were able to rapidly self-assemble a team of interested scientists from state, federal and private institutions 		- in order to integrate viral genomic data into the public health response to the Zika virus outbreak in Florida- However, this was really a reactive response,	- and, in the future, we need to be more proactive about incorporating genomic characterization into our response to outbreaks,		- in order to decrease the lag time between outbreak recognition and genomic response
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